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Moonshot Missions Welcomes 

 Michael P. Stuhr, P.E. and Paul D. Jones II to the Team 

 
In response to President Biden’s monumental signing of H.R.3684 - Infrastructure Investment 
and Jobs Act (Infrastructure Bill), Moonshot Missions Inc. is excited to announce it is building a 
world class team to direct this generational investment in water and wastewater utilities to 
underserved communities across the nation.   
 
George Hawkins, Founder and President of Moonshot, explains that “for far too long, 
underrepresented and disadvantaged communities have missed out on government 
investments in their water and wastewater utilities, leaving those communities vulnerable to 
public health challenges and unsustainable operations. With the influx of the Infrastructure 
Bill’s once in a lifetime investment, that trend will change. Moonshot is scaling up to build a 
team to direct these funds through the EPA’s State Revolving Funds (SRFs) to ensure 
underserved communities can not only seize this opportunity, but make lasting transformative 
change for future generations.” 
 
Moonshot’s team of industry leaders, led by George Hawkins and including Andy Kricun, P.E. 
and David St. Pierre, announce their organization’s newest additions, Michael P. Stuhr P.E. and 
Paul D. Jones II. With a combined 60 years of experience, both Mike and Paul are recently 
retired from large scale west coast water utilities. Mike, who retired as the Director of Portland 
Water Bureau last year in addition to serving as the Bureau’s Chief Engineer for ten years, was 
distinguished for his work in fostering learning partnerships between utilities and focusing on 
seismic resiliency of the state’s infrastructure. Paul recently retired as the Managing Director of 
Eastern Municipal Water District’s (EMWD). During Paul’s tenure at EMWD, his utility became a 
nationally recognized agency and leader in water reuse, expanded its investments in local 
groundwater supplies, and secured record-setting grant funding to reduce financial burden on 
its customers. 
 
“Moonshot Missions is absolutely ecstatic to welcome both Mike and Paul to our team,” said 
Managing Director, Andy Kricun. “Both have been trusted leaders in the industry for decades 
and each bring a unique and exemplary skillset that will be outstanding additions to Moonshot’s 



knowledge and capacity. Mike’s highly technical experience, serving the U.S. Army of Corps 
Engineers followed by both private sector and public service, ensures Moonshot’s technical 
acumen is at the highest level. Paul, as a leading voice on a variety of industry issues, including 
those related to water affordability, recycled water, and the need to find sustainable solutions 
to address failing water systems throughout the state of California, establishes Moonshot as a 
leading consulting advisor to struggling California water systems.” 
 
“Serving as a Managing Director for Moonshot has reignited my passion for building 
partnerships to solve complex problems. My work for the Army Corps and then for Portland 
Water Bureau allowed for me to gain significant exposure to federal, state and local water 
utility infrastructure needs and the strategies that must be built to not only keep systems 
running, but innovations to ensure those systems operate efficiently for generations to come,” 
said Michael Stuhr. 
 
“When I retired from EMWD earlier this year, I could have never imagined the opportunity the 
Infrastructure Bill would create for our nation, and especially those disadvantaged communities 
who need technical support to bring their water utilities into the 21st century,” said Paul Jones. 
“This encore career opportunity will allow me to share my wisdom and experience to make a 
real difference with an organization I believe in, Moonshot Missions. I’m excited to be a part of 
this world class team and am ready to roll up my sleeves and get started!”  
 
 
About Moonshot Missions: Moonshot Missions is a 501(c)3 non-profit dedicated to finding 
solutions to provide safe and clean water to all communities no matter their location. For more 
information or to schedule a consultation, visit “Let’s Connect” on www.moonshotmissions.org. 
Follow Moonshot Missions on Twitter or LinkedIn.  Look for Moonshot’s 2021 Annual Report 
coming in February 2022 to hear about the significant impacts Moonshot made in 2021 and the 
exciting direction Moonshot is heading in 2022! 
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